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W H I S T L E B L O W E R S

Dispatches From the Whistleblower Front: Five Common Pitfalls For Companies to
Avoid

BY WILLIAM MCLUCAS, LAURA WERTHEIMER, AND

ARIAN JUNE

A s the Securities and Exchange Commission’s
whistleblower program continues to build momen-
tum, there is no question that companies are fac-

ing increasing numbers of reports of possible miscon-
duct, both through internal reporting mechanisms and
through whistleblower complaints and tips filed directly
with the SEC. In response to these challenges, many
companies strengthened their compliance programs,
communicated on a regular basis to employees the im-
portance of raising concerns internally, evaluated the
effectiveness of existing training programs and internal
reporting mechanisms, and created response teams and
procedures to conduct initial assessments of internal re-
ports and complaints, determine whether investigation
would be appropriate, and conduct the investigation.1

While some maintained that the whistleblower bounties
in Section 922 of Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act created a financial incentive
for employees with knowledge of possible wrongdoing
to by-pass internal reporting mechanisms and report
complaints directly to the SEC, experience suggests
otherwise. Speaking at a recent conference, SEC Asso-
ciate Director of Enforcement Stephen Cohen reported
that ‘‘almost uniformly, the whistleblowers in my inves-
tigations have reported internally [and] in most in-
stances repeatedly, and to multiple people. They were
either not listened to, or were retaliated against’’ before
they complained to the SEC.2

1 For a detailed discussion of possible strategies that can as-
sist public companies in navigating these turbulent waters, see
generally William McLucas et al., SEC Whistleblower Boun-
ties: 10 Things Companies Can Do Right Now to Stay Ahead,
MKT. SOLUTIONS, Sept. 2011, at 1; William McLucas, Laura
Wertheimer & Arian June, Get Ahead of the Bus or Be Hit by
the Bus: Practical Strategies for Meeting the Challenges and
Mitigating the Risks of the Dodd-Frank Whistleblower Pro-
gram, 44 BLOOMBERG BNA SEC. REG. & L. REP. 526 (Mar. 12,
2012); William McLucas, Laura Wertheimer & Arian June, Pre-
paring for the Deluge: How to Respond When Employees

Speak Up and Report Possible Compliance Violations, 44
BLOOMBERG BNA SEC. REG. & L. REP. 922 (May 7, 2012).

2 Richard Hill, SEC Official Says Whistleblowers Almost Al-
ways Report Internally First, 45 BLOOMBERG BNA SEC. REG. & L.
REP. 872 (May 13, 2013). Other SEC officials have made simi-
lar observations. See Ben Protess & Nathaniel Popper, Hazy
Future for Thriving S.E.C. Whistle-Blower Effort, N.Y. TIMES,
Apr. 24, 2013 http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/04/23/hazy-
future-for-s-e-c-s-whistle-blower-office/?ref=todayspaper (re-
porting that ‘‘more than 80 percent of aspiring whistle-blowers
have reported internally first, according to people briefed on
the matter’’); Steven Meyerowitz, Whistleblower Chiefs Dis-
cuss Reporting of Corporate Fraud, FIN. FRAUD L. (Mar. 12,
2012, 5:54 PM) http://www.financialfraudlaw.com/lawblog/
whistleblower-chiefs-discuss-reporting-corporate-fraud/3457
(discussing remarks by SEC Whistleblower Office Chief Sean
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Mr. Cohen’s observations suggest that organizations
have successfully adapted their compliance programs
and internal reporting mechanisms and persuaded em-
ployees to first report their concerns internally. How-
ever, they also suggest that the same organizations—
despite their best efforts—may not have responded
promptly when concerns were raised, may not have
kept the reporting employee in the loop so that he or
she perceived that no action was taken in response to
the articulated concerns, or may not have taken appro-
priate steps to protect the reporting employee from re-
taliatory conduct. We discuss below five pitfalls for or-
ganizations to avoid when charting a course with a pro-
spective or actual whistleblower.

Pitfall # 1: Chilling a Prospective Whistleblower. Dodd-
Frank mandates that the rights and remedies available
to whistleblowers and reporting employees may not be
waived by ‘‘any agreement, policy form, or condition of
employment.’’3 That statutory directive is reinforced by
SEC Rule 21F-17(a) which instructs that ‘‘[n]o person
may take any action to impede an individual from com-
municating directly with the Commission staff about a
possible securities law violation, including enforcing, or
threatening to enforce, a confidentiality agreement . . .
with respect to such communications.’’4 It appears that
many employers have scrubbed provisions from em-
ployment (and separation/severance agreements) that
purport to prohibit an employee from voluntarily com-
municating with the SEC. However, standard non-
disparagement and confidentiality/non-disclosure pro-
visions and certification requirements in such agree-
ments can act to achieve the same result, albeit in a
more nuanced manner.

While non-disparagement and confidentiality/non-
disclosure provisions are standard fare in such agree-
ments, these provisions could easily be misunderstood
by a current or former employee as interfering with his
or her ability to communicate with the SEC. For ex-
ample, a non-disparagement provision could be read to
bar completion of SEC Form TCR–the form used by the
SEC for whistleblower complaints, tips, and referrals-
because the reporting individual must explain the basis
for the belief that the employer violated the federal se-
curities laws. There is similar potential for misunder-
standing a standard confidentiality/non-disclosure pro-
vision which provides that no non-public, proprietary or
otherwise confidential information of the company may
be shared with any third party, except if the employee
is compelled to do so and only after notice has been
provided to the employer. This provision plainly pro-
tects an employer’s proprietary and confidential infor-
mation from voluntary disclosure to competitors, a
wholly legitimate purpose. It may also act to ‘‘impede
an individual from communicating directly with the
Commission staff about a possible securities law viola-
tion,’’ which would be a violation of the SEC rules.

A few companies appear to have used standard con-
fidentiality provisions in employment agreements as
the basis for a provision in separation agreements in

which the departing employee is asked to represent that
he or she has ‘‘told the company about any confidential
information the employee has given to outside par-
ties.’’5 Faced with such a provision, a departing em-
ployee who has previously provided information to the
SEC must either refuse to sign the agreement with the
provision and take the risk that the employer will de-
cline to pay severance or sign the agreement with the
provision and take the risk that the former employer
will bring suit if it learns subsequently of the voluntary
communications with the SEC. In the False Claims Act
setting, courts almost unanimously agree that the pub-
lic policy interest in reporting fraud to the government
allows employees to unilaterally provide confidential
corporate information and documents to the govern-
ment in violation of confidentiality provisions in their
employment agreements.6 No court has yet addressed
whether a confidentiality provision in an employment
or severance agreement or a disclosure representation
in a separation agreement runs afoul of the intent of
Dodd-Frank or of SEC Rule 21F-17.7

McKessy suggesting that ‘‘[a] ‘significant majority’ of whistle-
blowers have said that they also reported their complaint inter-
nally).

3 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform & Consumer Protection
Act, § 922(c)(2), 18 U.S.C. § 1514A (2006).

4 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-17(a) (2013).

5 See Protess & Popper, supra note 2.
6 Compare United States ex rel. Cafasso v. Gen. Dynamics

C4 Sys. Inc., No. CV 06-1381 PHX NVW, 2009 BL 110541 (D.
Ariz. May 21, 2009), aff’d, 637 F.3d 1047 (9th Cir. 2011) (af-
firming grant of employer’s motion for summary judgment on
its counterclaim that the employee’s indiscriminate copying of
approximately eleven gigabytes of data from company com-
puters in anticipation of bringing a qui tam FCA case violated
her confidentiality agreement with the company, noting that a
public policy exception would not cover relator’s vast appro-
priation of company materials), with E.A. Renfroe & Co. v. Mo-
ran, 249 F. App’x 88, 90-92 (11th Cir. 2007) (affirming denial
of defendant employer’s motion to enjoin the provision of
15,000 corporate documents to the Government on the basis of
non-disclosure provisions in employment agreements and af-
firming grant of the motion as to the news media on the basis
that the public policy of the FCA ‘‘is adequately covered by dis-
closure of the alleged wrongdoing to state and federal law en-
forcement agencies’’). See United States ex rel. Head v. Kane
Co., 668 F. Supp. 2d 146, 152 (D.D.C. 2009) (dismissing for-
mer employer’s counterclaims against the relator for breach of
a confidentiality agreement by providing a single email to the
Government, reasoning that ‘‘[e]nforcing a private agreement
that requires a qui tam plaintiff to turn over his or her copy of
a document, which is likely to be needed as evidence at trial,
to the defendant who is under investigation would unduly frus-
trate the purpose’’ of the False Claims Act’s anti-retaliation
provision) ; United States ex rel. Grandeau v. Cancer Treat-
ment Centers of America, 350 F. Supp. 2d 765, 768 (N.D. Ill.
2004) (dismissing employer’s counterclaims against the relator
for breach of a confidentiality agreement based on the trans-
mittal of confidential corporate documents to the Government
on the grounds that the employee could have disclosed the
documents to the Government whether or not she received a
subpoena without breaching her confidentiality agreement).
But see United States ex rel. Ruhe v. Masimo Corp., No. 2:10-
cv-08169-CJC-JCG, 2012 BL 172767, at *5 (C.D. Cal. July 9,
2012) (citing Cafasso, 2009 BL 110541, for the proposition that
‘‘the Ninth Circuit has stated that public policy merits finding
individuals such as Relators to be exempt from liability for vio-
lation of their nondisclosure agreement’’).

7 In its Adopting Release, the SEC suggested that effort to
limit an employee’s efforts to communicate with the SEC
might be construed by a court as violative of Section 29(a) of
the Exchange Act. See Implementation of the Whistleblower
Provisions of Section 21F of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, Exchange Act Release No. 34-64545, 76 Fed. Reg. 34300,
34304 (May 25, 2011), available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/
final/2011/34-64545fr.pdf.
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Since the passage of the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
many public companies have adopted codes of conduct
and related policies obligating employees to report any
potential misconduct and compliance concerns of
which they are aware to facilitate prompt review and,
where appropriate, remediation. Typically, these com-
panies also require employees at a designated level of
management across the company to certify, on a regu-
lar basis, that they are not aware of any misconduct or
have disclosed any misconduct of which they are aware.
Some companies have extended that certification re-
quirement into the process for exiting employees. In
some instances, departing employees are asked during
exit interviews whether they have disclosed to the com-
pany any misconduct of which they are aware. Other
employers have inserted language mirroring prior writ-
ten certifications into severance and separation agree-
ments.

The SEC’s Office of the Whistleblower has repeatedly
stated that it is aware of such practices and is ‘‘looking
hard’’ at whether to use its enforcement authority to
challenge non-disparagement and confidentiality/
nondisclosure provisions and certifications required
from departing employees as violations of SEC Rule
21F-17.

8
Nothing in Dodd Frank prohibits the use of

such types of certifications. However, employers would
be well-advised to proceed with care in drafting such
provisions and certifications to ensure that they do not
expressly or impliedly interfere with the employees’
right to report to the SEC without prior internal report-
ing or that condition separation or severance payments
upon a certification that they are not aware of any mis-
conduct or have internally reported all such misconduct
of which they are aware.9 Employers might consider in-
cluding a provision in employment and separation/
severance agreements stating that nothing in the agree-
ment would be construed to impair an employee’s
rights to communicate with, or participate in an investi-
gation by, a federal government agency or law enforce-
ment entity. That type of provision acknowledges the
employee’s rights with respect to external reporting
and should reduce the employer’s risk that any provi-
sion could be misconstrued by the SEC or a court to dis-
courage, appear to discourage, or impede external re-
porting.

Pitfall # 2: Insistence on Broad, Unqualified Releases
and Waivers. Dodd-Frank mandates that the rights and
remedies available to whistleblowers and reporting em-
ployees may not be waived by ‘‘any agreement, policy
form, or condition of employment.’’10 That statutory di-
rective is reinforced by SEC Rule 21F-17(a).

Releases contained in most employee separation and
severance agreements typically recite that the employee
releases any legal claims or complaints that he or she
has filed or may file against the company in exchange
for whatever benefits are being provided. It would not
be surprising if an entrepreneurial employee offered to
resign and refrain from filing an SEC whistleblower tip
or complaint in exchange for a monetary settlement
from the employer and a release, in contravention of
SEC Rule 21F-17. In light of Dodd Frank’s mandate and
the SEC rules, employers should recognize that the SEC
is unlikely to look favorably on releases intended to pre-
vent a current or former employee from filing a whistle-
blower complaint with the SEC and that such releases
may not be effective or enforceable.

Another open question is whether a general release
of claims can be effective in releasing an unfiled retali-
ation claim, in light of the Dodd Frank mandate that
rights and remedies available to whistleblowers and re-
porting employees may not be waived by agreement.
Where an employer determines that its best interests
would be served by entering into a separation agree-
ment with an employee and paying severance, it should
recognize the risk that such an agreement may not be
found by a court to bar a subsequently filed retaliation
claim.11

In both instances, employers may want to consider
adding the qualifier that all state and federal claims are
waived to the maximum extent permitted by law. That
qualifier should signal to the SEC that the employer has
no interest in impairing or impeding an individual from
speaking with the SEC or in seeking a waiver of rights
available to the individual under Dodd-Frank.

Since the passage of Dodd Frank, employers have be-
gun to add waiver provisions into separation and sever-
ance agreements in which the departing employee
agrees to waive any right to any proceeds, bounties or
awards in connection with any claims filed by or on be-
half of the government under any laws. One of the
rights available to qualified whistleblowers under Dodd
Frank is the right to a monetary award which, pursuant
to another provision of the statute, cannot be waived by
any agreement. A variation on this practice is an assign-
ment provision in separation and severance agreements
in which the departing employee agrees to assign any
awards, proceeds or relief in connection with any
claims filed by or on behalf of the government to the
government. Congress enacted the whistleblower
bounty program in Dodd Frank to incentivize individu-
als to report possible violations of the securities laws to
the SEC. While the law in this area is far from settled,
companies should be mindful of the significant risk that
such provisions will be found to be unenforceable and

8 See Bruce Carton, ‘Whistleblower Directors Speak’ at CW
2013, COMPLIANCE WEEK (May 22, 2013,), http://
www.complianceweek.com/whistleblower-directors-speak-at-
cw-2013/article/294473/; SEC Speaks 2013: Waiting for the
New Guard, HARV. L. SCH. F. ON CORP. GOVERNANCE & FIN. REG.
(March 14, 2013, 9:27 AM), http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/
corpgov/2013/03/14/sec-speaks-2013-waiting-for-the-new-
guard/; Susan Beck, Susan Beck’s Summary Judgment: SEC’s
Whistleblower Chief Disappointed in Questions from Corpo-
rate America, AMLAW LITIG. DAILY (November 26, 2012), http://
www.americanlawyer.com/digestTAL.jsp?
id=1202579387875&slreturn=20130212111030.

9 Some employers have grafted on to certifications by de-
parting employees the representation that the employee has
not submitted any tip, complaint or referral regarding the com-
pany to any government agency. There is a significant likeli-
hood that the SEC would view that condition as an action that
impedes an individual from communicating directly with it, in
violation of SEC rules.

10 18 U.S.C. § 1514A.
11 If a settlement of a filed retaliation claim is sought, it may

be prudent to consider seeking approval of the settlement with
either the Department of Labor or with the court in which the
claim is pending to gain some insulation from a subsequent at-
tack.
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heightened risk of SEC scrutiny, in an enforcement pro-
ceeding, of such provisions.

Pitfall # 3: Protracted Internal Investigations. Survey
data consistently shows that an overwhelming number
of employees with concerns about possible violations of
law first raise those concerns within the entity.12 A 2012
study by the Ethics Resources Center found that ‘‘[o]nly
one in six reporters (18 percent) ever chooses to report
externally. Of those who do go outside their company at
some point, 84 percent do so only after trying to report
internally first.’’13 Mr. Cohen’s recent observations sug-
gest that the same pattern holds true for SEC whistle-
blowers.

The SEC’s whistleblower rules sought to encourage
employees to report compliance concerns internally by
providing reporting employees with a 120-day ‘‘grace
period’’ in which to file the same information with the
SEC. 14 Where such individuals wait more than 120
days to file a whistleblower complaint, they will not be
eligible for a whistleblower award.15 While the SEC’s
rules do not require an entity to complete an internal in-
vestigation of an internally reported compliance viola-
tion within the 120 day ‘‘grace period,’’16 they create
substantial pressure on organizations to respond
promptly to every internal report (wherever made) of a
compliance concern or possible misconduct. Time is of
the essence in this setting: an entity should have clear
procedures in place to enable it to identify every inter-
nal report, assess that report to determine whether fur-
ther review is warranted, commence an investigation,
as appropriate, into the merits of a credible report, and
update the reporting employee on the on-going efforts.

We do not mean to suggest that prompt and through
investigation of credible allegations and remediation by
an entity will guarantee that the reporting employee
will not file a whistleblower complaint with the SEC
within 120 days. That said, an entity that does not act
promptly conveys the message to the reporting em-
ployee that the internal report of a possible violation
has not been taken seriously and increases the likeli-
hood that the reporting employee will become a SEC
whistleblower because he or she will reach the conclu-
sion that internal reporting has been futile (and also in-

creases the potential to expand the pool of SEC whistle-
blowers if the reporting employee shares his displea-
sure with others).

Pitfall # 4: Discrediting or Icing Out the Reporting Em-
ployee. In its 2012 study, the Ethics Resources Center
found that where an internal report ‘‘is not addressed,
many employees will make the extra effort to report
again. And, again, the majority of second reports are
made within the company, often to someone that the
employee already knows.’’17 ‘‘[A]cross almost all demo-
graphic groups, only about one in 20 individuals would
be motivated by a monetary reward’’ to report to the
government.

18
A far stronger motivator for external re-

porting was the perception that the employer ‘‘didn’t do
anything’’ about the internal report.19 In his recent re-
marks, Mr. Cohen acknowledged that the whistle-
blower bounties could incent employees to file whistle-
blower complaints but observed that ‘‘the most com-
mon thread’’ in the whistleblower complaints that his
office reviewed ‘‘almost to a T, is that the [reporting em-
ployees] believed they tried to tell management about
the problem and have it corrected, and were not lis-
tened to.’’20

In the words of former Director of Enforcement Rob-
ert Khuzami, ‘‘whistleblowers often can be a mixed
bag’’ and ‘‘in terms of character can be a mixed lot.’’21

It is not uncommon for supervisors and managers to
dismiss a whistleblower as a chronic complainer and
worse, to attack his or her motives, credibility, or pro-
fessional competence rather than to acknowledge the
need to review the merits of the allegations. Discredit-
ing the reporting employee or ignoring an internal re-
port from an employee deemed ‘‘difficult’’ can be peril-
ous for an employer, notwithstanding its views of the
employee’s character and/or agenda, because it leads
the reporting employee (and other employees) to con-
clude that internal reporting is futile and unsafe and
that the only recourse is external reporting.

Even where employers have established fair pro-
cesses that are used to investigate every internal report
of possible misconduct, many employers are loathe to
keep the reporting employee ‘‘in the loop,’’ often be-
cause they fear that the employee is a self-serving mal-
content who has the potential to use any information to
harm the organization. That decision can be transfor-
mative: the reporting employee perceives that he or she
is being victimized by a powerful employer and, un-
aware of the pending internal investigation, concludes
that he or she can only be vindicated by bringing the re-
port to the attention of outside authorities (and perhaps,
the media). Of course, there is no ‘‘one size fits all’’ an-
swer here and employers will need to gauge whether
the benefits of sharing information with a reporting em-
ployee are outweighed by the risks that the reporting
employee could share such information with others, in-

12 See ETHICS RES. CTR., BLOWING THE WHISTLE ON WORKPLACE

MISCONDUCT 5 (Dec. 2010), available at http://www.ethics.org/
files/u5/WhistleblowerWP.pdf.

13 ETHICS RES. CTR., INSIDE THE MIND OF A WHISTLEBLOWER: A
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT OF THE 2011 NATIONAL BUSINESS ETHICS SURVEY

2 (May 2012), available at http://www.ethics.org/nbes/files/
reportingFinal.pdf. Similarly, in a 2010 study of qui tam rela-
tors in the pharmaceutical industry, most employee relators
first self-reported potential compliance violations to managers
or supervisors and only sought redress outside their organiza-
tions as a ‘‘last resort’’ after they perceived that little or no ac-
tion would be taken to investigate their reported concerns
and/or that their positions would be in jeopardy. Aaron S. Kes-
selheim et al., Whistle-Blowers’ Experiences in Fraud Litiga-
tion against Pharmaceutical Companies, 362 NEW ENG. J. MED.
1832, 1832-39 (2010).

14 See 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-4(b)(7).
15 See id. The SEC will deem the whistleblower complaint

to be filed as of the date of the internal report.
16 See Implementation of the Whistleblower Provisions of

Section 21F of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Exchange
Act Release No. 34-64545, 76 Fed. Reg. 34300, 34319, 34354
(May 25, 2011), available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/
2011/34-64545fr.pdf.

17 ETHICS RES. CTR., supra note 13, at 17.
18 Id. at 16.
19 Id. at 14.
20 Jonathan Stempel, SEC official plays down concern

about whistleblower program, THOMSON REUTERS NEWS & INSIGHT

(April 29, 2013), http://newsandinsight.thomsonreuters.com/
New_York/News/2013/04_-_April/SEC_official_plays_down_
concern_about_whistleblower_program/.

21 Emily Chasan, An Interview with the SEC’s Robert Khu-
zami, (April 2, 2013), 10:30-10:36, 11:14-11:17, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTxJu7O-JgU.
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cluding the media, in an effort to attract publicity for
the allegations.

Pitfall # 5: Lack of Appreciation of the Scope and Breath
of Anti-Retaliation Protections. Section 806 of Sarbanes-
Oxley (‘‘SOX’’) and Section 922 of Dodd-Frank provide
protections from retaliation or discrimination for re-
porting employees, even when a report is found to lack
merit.22 A reporting employee can vindicate those
rights in a private cause of action and federal court and
administrative decisions have construed these protec-
tions in broad terms to cover a wide range of employer
activity. In addition, the SEC has asserted enforcement
authority for violations by employers who retaliate
against reporting employees.23 Retaliation claims,

whether filed under Section 806 of SOX or Section 922
of Dodd Frank, should be viewed as compliance failures
and can pose substantial risks for employers, including
significant defense costs and time, additional insurance
costs, adverse employee and public perceptions, and in-
creased regulatory attention.

******************
The Dodd-Frank whistleblower program and the pro-

tections provided to reporting employees and whistle-
blowers creates a number of challenges for companies.
Understanding these common pitfalls may assist em-
ployers in taking steps to navigate these risks.

William McLucas, chair of WilmerHale’s Securities
Department, is a partner resident in the firm’s Wash-
ington, DC, office. Laura Wertheimer is a partner resi-
dent in WilmerHale’s Washington, DC office and a
member of its Securities Department. Arian June is a
counsel resident in WilmerHale’s Washington, DC,
office and a member of the Securities Department. Mr.
McLucas may be reached at (202) 663-6622 or
william.mclucas@wilmerhale.com. Ms. Wertheimer
may be reached at (202) 663-6450 or
laura.wertheimer@wilmerhale.com. Ms. June may be
reached at (202) 663-6213 or arian.june@
wilmerhale.com.

22 The SEC’s implementing regulations make clear that the
anti-retaliation protections apply regardless of whether the
whistleblower is ultimately entitled to an award. See 17 C.F.R.
§ 240.21F-2(b)(1)(iii).

23 See Implementation of the Whistleblower Provisions of
Section 21F of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Exchange
Act Release No. 34-64545, 76 Fed. Reg. 34300, 34304 (May 25,
2011), available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2011/34-
64545fr.pdf. At the 2013 SEC Speaks Conference, Deputy Di-
rector of the Office of the Whistleblower, Jane Norberg, as-
serted the SEC’s position that it was authorized under Dodd-
Frank to bring an enforcement action against an employer for
retaliatory behavior.
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